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Accurately characterizing cellular subpopulations is essential for elucidating the mechanisms underlying normal and pathological biology. Isolation of specific cell types can be accomplished by labeling unique cell-associated proteins with fluorescent antibodies. Cell fixation is commonly used to prepare these samples and allow for long-term storage, but this poses challenges for subsequent protein analysis. We previously established the FITSAR (formaldehyde-fixed intracellular target-sorted antigen retrieval) method, in which protein can be isolated and characterized from fixed, enriched cell subpopulations. Here, we improve on this method by allowing compatibility with highly sensitive multiplex protein arrays and demonstrating applicability to long-term stored samples. Feasibility experiments demonstrated parallel detection of cell adhesion molecules (CAMs) using an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) panel with human adipose-derived stem cells (ASCs) stored for up to 1 month.

Cell type-specific protein characterization is essential for accurate understanding of normal and pathological biology. The ability to extract protein from fixed cells increases flexibility in sample preparation and the potential for intracellular target-based enrichment. We previously established the FITSAR (formaldehyde-fixed intracellular target-sorted antigen retrieval) method, in which protein is isolated and characterized from fixed enriched cell populations (1). Using adipose-derived stem cells (ASCs) as our cell type of interest, we expand and improve upon FITSAR with two objectives: (i) to validate protein isolation from fixed and stored single-cell suspensions and (ii) to demonstrate detection of isolated proteins by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) arrays.

A multi-donor human ASC superlot (passage 5) (#36; Zen-Bio Inc., Research Triangle Park, NC) was used for all experiments. ASCs were cultured in medium containing DMEM/F12 (Cat. #SH30023.01; HyClone, Logan, UT), 1% antibiotic/antimycotic (Cat. #SV30079.01; HyClone), 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) (Cat. #SER-500; Zen-Bio Inc.), 1 ng/mL fibroblast growth factor (FGF) (Cat. #233-3B), 5 ng/mL epidermal growth factor (EGF) (Cat. #236-EG), and 0.25 ng/mL transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) (Cat. #240-20) (all growth factors from R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) (2) and were maintained at 37°C, 5% CO₂. To ensure reproducible protein isolation from cells chemically fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) (Cat. #28906; ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) as compared with fresh samples, protein extraction protocols were assessed by total protein amount (Pierce BCA Assay Kit, Cat. #23225; ThermoFisher Scientific) and quality on a Coomassie Blue (MP Biomedicals LLC, Santa Ana, CA)–stained PAGE gel (precast gel, Cat. #456-9033; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) (n = 3). Fresh and PFA-fixed ASCs were lysed either on ice or by boiling (n = 3). Lysis buffer was composed of Tris-HCl and SDS, as well as protease/phosphatase inhibitors (Halt Protease and Phosphatase Single-Use Inhibitor Cocktail, 100x; Cat. #78442, ThermoFisher Scientific) (details in Table 1 and the Supplementary Protocol) (3). No significant difference in protein yield or banding was observed between the gold standard approach using fresh ASCs lysed on ice (Fr-i) (4) and the fixed/boiled method (PFA-b) (P > 0.05) (Figure 1A, Supplementary Figure S1). Additionally, findings were similar when using formalin (4% PFA + 1.5% methanol) or pure 4% PFA fixatives (Supplementary Figure S2). As corroborated by the literature regarding formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) samples, successful protein extraction from fixed samples requires exposure to formaldehyde scavenging and denaturing reagents (high concentrations of both Tris-HCl and SDS) in addition to high heat to promote protein untangling and methylene bridge thermal hydrolysis (3,5,6).

Being able to evaluate stored, fixed samples would increase the user flexibility of the FITSAR process. PFA-fixed
ASCs were suspended in PBS and stored at 4°C for 0–28 days. After storage, samples were lysed by boiling and assessed for total extracted protein yield and quality ($n = 3$). Fixed cells could be stored for up to 7 days before undergoing a minor but statistically significant decrease in total protein yield ($P < 0.02$) (Figure 1B). The ~15%–20% decrease between days 0–14 and 0–28 did not produce visible changes in protein banding profiles among samples isolated across all storage conditions (Figure 1B). This suggested that the collected protein is generally representative of the sample’s proteome and that any loss is homogeneously distributed across protein types.

ELISA arrays, a platform in which multiple proteins of interest (POIs) may be detected simultaneously at picomolar concentrations, were chosen to demonstrate the expanded compatibility of FITSAR with other protein analysis techniques. ELISA arrays are incompatible with the SDS in the original FITSAR sample processing steps, since detergents interfere with antigen–antibody interactions by forming adducts with protein residues (7). Therefore, the FITSAR sample processing method was adjusted to include an SDS-exclusion step using commercially available, detergent-removing resin spin columns (Pierce Detergent Removal Spin Columns, Cat. #87776/#87777; ThermoFisher Scientific). Successful SDS removal from fixed cell lysates was verified using the Stains-all Assay comparing SDS-positive (blue) and -negative (purple) controls to column-processed adipose-derived stem cell (ASC) storage protein lysates (shades of red). The lack of an absorbance peak at 440–450 nm indicates successful removal of SDS detergent. (B) Quantified protein expression of CAMs expressed in ASC lysates, comparing fresh and fixed/stored samples. Data are shown as mean ± SD from one independent experiment run in biological triplicate. A one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s test with Day 0 (D0) as the point of comparison was performed to determine significance (* denotes a statistically significant difference from D0, $P < 0.02$). Protein quality was assessed by Coomassie Blue-stained PAGE gel as shown in the lower panel.

As a proof-of-concept, SDS-purified ASC storage protein lysates ($n = 3$) were assessed using a multiplex human cell adhesion molecule (CAM) ELISA array. (A) Representative absorbance spectra of the Stains-all Assay comparing SDS-positive (blue) and -negative (purple) controls to column-processed adipose-derived stem cell (ASC) storage protein lysates (shades of red). The lack of an absorbance peak at 440–450 nm indicates successful removal of SDS detergent. (B) Quantified protein expression of CAMs expressed in ASC lysates, comparing fresh and fixed/stored samples. Data are shown as mean ± SD from one independent experiment run in biological triplicate. A one-way ANOVA was performed to determine statistically significant differences.

The SDS was removed, as evidenced by the lack of a characteristic SDS absorbance peak at 440–450 nm wavelength for all processed samples (Figure 2A). Protein loss in the columns varied depending on column size. For small columns (10–25 μL sample volume), the yield of eluted protein was not significantly different from the amount of loaded protein ($P = 0.29$) ($n = 3$) (Supplementary Figure S3A). For large columns (25–100 μL sample volume), the yield of eluted protein was significantly less than the amount of loaded protein ($P < 0.001$) ($n = 3$) (Supplementary Figure S3B). Regardless of size, these spin columns function by providing a hydrophobic microenvironment in the resin cavity into which small nonpolar compounds, such as SDS, infiltrate and subsequently form an inclusion complex (7). Non-specific adsorption or entrapment of protein is expected to be distributed evenly across protein types, resulting in a detergent-free protein lysate that is representative of the original sample proteome.
A six-point standard curve was used for quantification. Of the 17 CAM POI available, 8 were potentially expressed in the ASCs, given their species, origin, and passage number (12–14). Of these 8 POIs, 6 were detected, with 5 of the 6 proteins having no significant difference in expression level among fresh, fixed, and fixed/stored samples ($P > 0.05$) (Figure 2B). Only ICAM1 expression changed significantly, being higher in Day 7 and Day 28 fixed samples compared with Day 0 fresh and fixed samples ($P < 0.02$). This discrepancy is most likely due to the variability associated with these types of microarrays (15). However, another possibility is unforeseen bias favoring ICAM1 isolation during processing (i.e., ICAM1 extraction was more efficient than extraction of other proteins, resulting in an artificially inflated value after normalization to total protein levels). For all other proteins assessed, no differences from the gold standard approach was observed.

Our enhanced technique allows the assessment of stored fixed samples and the use of low-protein, high-throughput ELISA arrays. The improvements to sample processing, specifically detergent removal, also provide potential compatibility with techniques such as mass spectrometry. By pairing these improvements with our FITSAR method, cell subpopulations of interest can be isolated and their protein expression profiles analyzed with flexibility in timing and the use of sensitive, quantitative assays.
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Isotype Switching

Customize your antibodies

pFUSE-CL Ig and pFUSE-CH Ig plasmids are designed to change a monoclonal antibody (mAB) from one isotype to another therefore enabling the generation of antibodies with the same antigen affinity but with different effector functions (increased or reduced ADCC and CDC). Furthermore, they can be used to produce entire antibodies from fragment antigen-binding (Fab) or single-chain variable fragment (scFv) fragments that are either chimeric, humanized or fully human.

Mix & match to make the perfect antibody

- IgG, IgA, IgM, IgD, IgE and engineered IgG CH domains
- Lucia-labeled CH domains to make luminescent mAbs
- Ig-kappa and Ig-lambda CL domains